
To Burn Or Not To Burn; That Is 

The Question (the decision is 

getting more complicated to 

make) 





Who should burn ? 

 Those who steward lands that are fire 
adapted or fire dependent (range, 
timberland, unique habitats) and have a 
desire to do so. 

 Landowners 

 Governments (State, local, Federal) 

 Agencies  

 Companies 

 Corporations 

 Trusts 

 









Resource Objectives aka Why Use 

Prescribed Fire? 
 Hazard fuel reduction 
 Wildlife habitat improvement (deer, turkey, quail as examples) 
 Other wildlife habitat improvement (RCW, Gopher Tortoise, 

Gopher Frog as examples) 
 Ecosystem components to function (pitcher plants, wiregrass, 

bluestems, bogs and savanna’s) 
 Asthetics (open woods) 
 Improved access 
 Range and forage improvement 
 Site preparation for seeding and planting 
 Control of undesireable species 
 Timber stand improvement (oak enhancement, longleaf pine 

release, precommercial thinning as examples) 
 Insect & disease control (SPB pile & burn suppression strategy, 

annosus root rot, brownspot, pitch canker control)   
 Pre-marking burn (ahead of marking cut trees, leave trees or 

cruising a tract)  

































Alternatives to prescribed burning ? 

 Herbicide (reduce flammability of palmetto-
galberry for example)…short term risks of 
increase flammability or conversion of fuel 
models (FM-7 to FM-2 or FM-9) 

 Harvesting (reduce tonnage of fuels that can be 
smoldering nightmares, reduce crown fire 
potential by reducing ladder fuels & increase 
canopy spacing (West),  

 Mechanical (mulching/grinding, tillage, straw 
raking, chopping, mowing) 

 Animal (goats, cows)  

 Combinations 







Fire Adapted Landscapes 
 Short return interval; low intensity (most 

southern yellow pines, red oak-white oak-
hickory) 

 Short return interval; stand replacement (most 
grassland and prairie systems) 

 35-100+ return interval; mixed severity (virginia 
pine, eastern white pine as examples) 

 35-100+ yr return interval; stand replacement 
severity (sand pine, table mtn pine, pitch pine as 
examples)—serotinous cones usually an indicator 

 200+ yrs return interval; stand replacement 
severity (limited regime in SE) 

  Each fire regime can be in 1 of 3 condition 
classes representing how close or “far off” from 
its historical mark it happens to be  

 









Frequency or return intervals ? 

 Upland hardwood (oak-hickory or 
oak/hickory/pine) typically 3 to 8 yrs to 
prevent oak from being driven out of next 
stand with maple and other shade tolerants 
taking understory and midstory 

 

 Longleaf; 1 to 3 yrs depending… 

 

 Loblolly & Slash pine; 2 to 4 yrs depending… 

 Shortleaf pine; 3 to 5 yrs depending… 

 

 Virginia pine; n/a won’t burn—it has its place  



Seasonality ? 

 Warm season or growing season burns; typically 
early May thru late June…beware of doing this in 
stands without dormant season burns first or 
heavy roughs 

 Late understory growing season (Aug-Oct) 

 Dormant season typical window from December 
through March (better smoke dispersion 
opportunities) for understory burns 

 Site prep for natural pine regeneration before late 
Sept-early October when cones ripen and begin 
to open and disperse seed (late Oct-early Dec) 

 Site prep for artificial regeneration typical window 
is late summer thru early Fall or even as late as 
right before planting     



Considerations For RX Fire Use 

 Fuels (fuel model, loading, arrangement, age of rough, fine 
fuel moisture between 6-9%)  

 Weather (temp, RH, wind speed & direction, days since 
rain, mixing height, transport wind speed & direction) 

 Topography (aspect, steepness, down drainage smoke, 
highways, towns, homes)  

 Seasonality (early, mid or late growing season or dormant 
season) 

 Return Interval, fire regime, condition class 
 Legal Aspects (burn permit, insurance, certified burner, 

smoke screening completed, burn plan with thought out 
contingencies done in advance of dropping the match, 
notification of neighbors, inherently dangerous work, public 
safety mitigation, signage along roads, Burn plan 
implemented as prescribed or changes documented on 
RXBP?) 



Considerations for # and types of 

resources for RXB  
 Size of the burn 

 Complexity 

 Smoke management 

 Day and night time patrol and checking 

 Fire danger 

 Adjoining concerns 

 Risk assessment 

 Objective(s)—fire & resource objectives 

 Monitoring needs (preburn, during, postburn) 

 Next day plans (meet objectives yet “hold” burns 
not declared out yet  





Consequences of not burning 

 Some are sleeping giants and others are 
immediately visible 

 loss of needed habitats for animals, plants 

 Conversion of species 

 Deferral of air quality impacts (not if but 
when its going to burn) 

 Cost to society; increased suppression 
costs and increased risks to wildland FF’s 

 Damage to timber, soil, water & air 
resources  





Issues & Opportunities  

 WUI:  consumption of wildlands, increased 
population, more SSA receptors, public 
acceptance of rx fire 

 

 Opportunity: pro-active education, 
outreach, demonstrations, share success 
stories (abundance of stories to tell in a 
lot of venues), burn smaller blocks, 
consider combination of non-fire 
alternatives, intensive mop-up, burn with 
higher dispersion indices 





Issues & Ops 

 Liability insurance for rx fire users 

 

 Op:  work with insurance providers so 
they clearly understand our business, 
what the real risks are and how they can 
be mitigated, lower rates for CBM’s and 
those with demonstrated success, 
Coalition of Prescribed Fire Councils should 
weigh in with this 



Issues & Ops 

Needs to be a larger pool of certified 
vendors to perform this service as 
many landowners desire the 
treatment and don’t want to do the 
task themselves or don’t have the 
equipment 

Op:  marketing, increased incentives 
to encourage more CBM’s and 
vendors 



Issues & Ops 

Burn certification:  not required by 
law however more CBM’s will 
improve the quality of the result and 
reduce risks of escapes and “ought-
oh’s”  

 

Op:  conduct more CBM courses and 
5-year refresher recert courses 



Issues & Op   

 Smoke impacts:  majority of incidents that result 
in claims and lawsuits are smoke related 

 

 Op:  discrete analysis and share findings to 
determine causal factors to prevent similar 
outcomes, more research on smoke management 
with better smoke screening tools and techniques 
for practitioners, proper signage on roads, 
consider using authorities to be on site when 
burning along public roads depending on risk 
(GA-18 example) 









Issue & Op  

 Air quality issues:  air quality standards 
are “tightening” and human health will 
trump fire use; ADEM & AFC have good 
working relationship, ADEM is part of 
ALPFC steering committee 

 Op: ALPFC & Coalition work with AFC & 
ADEM to ensure rx fire is represented in 
decision making, understand problem 
areas in the State, burn smaller tracts 
with increased dispersion indices to reduce 
complaints 



PM 2.5 Monitors 



Issue & Op 

 Public acceptance (tolerance), majority of 
populace does not understand the benefits 
and the role of rx fire use (it’s a 
landowners right to use fire and a benefit 
to society) 

 

 Op: work with elected public officials at all 
levels, outreach, education, demonstration 
burns, share success stories as we have a 
good story to tell   





Issue & Op 

 Limited # suitable burn days, many feel 
there are limited days to perform the 
treatment 
 

 Op: burners need more training to 
understand the relationship of fuel 
moisture to realize there are more 
available days than they think, consider 
alternatives to rx fire use in treating some 
CC-2 and 3 ground, be more strategic in 
tracts to receive burns (don’t abandon CC-
1 ground) 



Issue & Op 

 Costs to perform rx burning, everything is 
costing more these days, tightening 
budgets, priorities 

 Op: use cost share programs, find ways to 
become more efficient, weigh the cost of 
treatment against risks of non-treatment 
with your objectives, sequence your 
treatments to make burning more efficient 
(debris mgnt, fireline locations, burn 
across other willing ownership’s)  



Issue & Ops 

 Heavy fuel loads; many areas have not 
had a history of burning or storm activity 
have created dangerous fuel loading 
making application of rx fire even more 
complex 

 Op: consider other means of treatment, 
burn with “moist prescription” and 
multiple rx fire treatments, use cost share 
ops (often follow significant storm events)  



Issue & Op 

 Intensive silvicultural operations; 
fertilization, mid rotation release and 
other mgnt practices that “stretch” fiber 
production, pine straw raking, carbon 
enrollment may make rx fire use less of 
an option 

 Op: its your call, use fire when its 
appropriate and you can live with the 
consequences of burning or not burning 



Issue & Op 

 Liability-exposure:  THE BIG ONE; literal escape of the burn 
from your property onto another’s, resource damage, loss 
of growth, structure damage, suppression costs, restoration 
costs, smoke impacts, injury, death, claims-lawsuits, 
overall grief and misery 
 

 Op:  training as CBM to have liability protection under the 
law, be insured, know what you are doing or allowing 
others to do, good rx fire plans, execute the burn plan, 
don’t hesitate to pull the trigger if things start to go tango 
lima, do good smoke screening, have good firelines, 
aggressive patrol & mop up, do risk analysis 
 

 Lift a prayer and ask the LORD for wisdom, unction and 
guidance of your operation…thank HIM after every burn for 
granting success and public safety 



It’s not hard to demonstrate 

wisdom, just think of something 

stupid and then DON’T do it 









Considerations 

 Become a member of the ALPFC 
(alpfc.org) 

 Maintain your CBM certification (5 yr 
currency; sessions in Sept) 

 Become a CBM in AL (4-day sessions this 
yr  in Aug & Sept) 

 Utilize Southern Fire Exchange (SFE) 
resources…www.southernfireexchage.org…
fire science delivery across the SE 



KEEP PRAYING FOR OUR TROOPS & THEIR FAMILIES WHO HAVE & ARE 
SERVING; FREEDOM COMES FROM THEIR SACRIFICE   


